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A little bit about us.

At Nomique we believe that good design should be available to everyone, 
that’s why we design and manufacture quality seating and furniture at an 
affordable price. 

We research and understand the challenges of the evolving and 
everchanging workplace. This helps us to create clever seating solutions 
that effectively support and enhance the work environment and the end 
user. We specialise in seating and offer a wide range of products that 
cover and connect all work areas where people sit down.
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Contemporary meets classic. Asis tub chairs gives 
you the best of both with this range of breakout 
and reception area tub chairs. The tub chairs  can 
be customised with a memory-return swivel base, 
cruciform tubular legs or a castor option. 

Asis features elegant stitch and upholstery details 
combined with great comfort through moulded 
foam. A complementary table range is available. 
Designed by Mark Gabbertas.

Asis
tub seating

more frame o ptions

welcome
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Simplicity is key. Gomez can be used singularly or 
collectively to suit various environments. Easily 
reconfigured, this sturdy chair is a popular choice 
for reception seating where it can be placed side 
by side to create a welcoming waiting area. Choose 
one block colour or mix your fabrics to create an 
engaging look to brighten any space.

Gomez
less is more

welcome
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Inspiral
the updated classic

The popular Inspiral tub chair has undergone a 
makeover. Available either fully upholstered or with 
the option of a veneer showood back, the range 
includes three different frames. The simple design 
works for both reception and breakout areas. Finish 
the scene with a coffee or  dining table. Designed by 
Mitch Davenport.

complementary table range
 with glass or wood table to p
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Krib
tub chair A new versatile tub chair for the 

soft seating portfolio. This elegant 
tub chair features a distinctively 
shaped seat shell, fitted a with a 
seat pad. Krib offers a choice of 
two frames, either solid beech legs 
with a white seat underfitting or a 
sleek pyramidal aluminium base. 
Complementary round and square 
coffee tables are available.
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Chicago
big, bo ld, beautiful

The timeless linear design combined with generous 
proportions makes Chicago a popular choice for 
open plan spaces, corporate receptions or break 
out areas in colleges and universities. Specifically 
created with these high activity locations in mind, 
Chicago incorporates a robust wooden frame that 
is built to last. Available as generous single seat arm 
chair, two seat and three seat sofa.

welcome
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The bold collection of benches, sofas and armchairs 
creates a striking combination of contemporary 
and retro style on a solid beech frame. Distinctive 
in shape, comfortable, generous in size, robust yet 
elegant – this versatile collection builds exciting 
landscapes that are suitable for reception, lounge 
and hospitality environments. 

Coco has been designed with sustainability in mind, 
using recyclable and recycled foam as well as an 
environmentally friendly wood construction, from 
100% FSC controlled sources.

Coco
one cast, many characters

welcome
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The range comprises six fully upholstered pieces: 
A single and double ottoman, a classic tub chair 
and sofa as well as high wing back chair and sofa. 
Lux features elegant sewing details, buttons in the 
back and tapered solid oak legs. A matching table 
range is available.

The new soft seating range is very versatile in 
use, ideal for the fast paced work environment. 
Different combinations and configurations 
create flexible space for all kinds of purposes: 
discussing, presenting, brainstorming as well as 
concentrating and relaxing. Designed by Jason 
Lansdale.

Lux
creating space that works

welcome
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Milo
simply comfortable

Milo sofa collection combines design, with great 
comfort and a variety of options and finishes to 
choose from. Milo is fit for any environment and 
offers great value for money. Available as single 
seat arm chair, two and three seat sofa, either with 
or without arms. Choose between a sleek brushed 
steel leg or a tapered solid beech leg. Optional 
buttons in seat and back can be added to give 
Milo a more playful character. Designed by Mitch 
Davenport.

also available as arm chair
and two seat sofa

welcome
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Rocco
sitting in style

Rocco’s distinctive design combines clean lines 
with striking stitch detail in the back. Available as 
three seat sofa and arm chair; Rocco is an elegant 
soft seating solution for reception areas, corporate 
lounges and break out areas. Generously padded 
seat cushions offer great levels of comfort. Rocco 
lends itself to contrasting upholstery to emphasise 
the attractive back detail. The fully upholstered 
wooden frame incorporates silicon blast aluminium 
cast legs for a corporate appeal. Designed by Trevor  
Bloxham.

welcome
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Well-designed seating areas 
stimulate discussions and networking 

between colleagues.
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Chicago Modular
working on different levels

The Chicago Modular seating system uses the 
bold aesthetics of the Chicago sofa to form a range 
of configurable seating. The bench style system 
features two back details, which allow variable 
combinations and offer comfort and back support. 
The benches are available as single and two seater. 
To introduce another level the range incorporates 
dining/working height benches and high stools 
and benches. Complementary tables are available 
in coffee, dining and poseur height.

With its versatility Chicago Modular strikes 
the right balance between working, dining and 
breakout to meet the requirements of the modern 
workplace or educational environment.
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Elements Core
endless possibilities

Twelve “elements” with endless possibilities and 
creative use of fabric make Elements Core ideally 
suited  for any corporate, hospitality or educational 
environment. 

The modular seating range incorporates single 
and two seat benches, which are available with 
a straight back or a corner back to introduce 
armrests. Two power units cater for the needs of 
any working environment. Elements has solid 
beech legs as standard, optional eco chrome legs 
are available. Elements core is also available as two 
seat sofa.

Elements Core can be upgraded with Elements 
Plus panels to create a high back version for more 
privacy in open plan spaces.
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Flexibility is key – Elements Plus offers retro fitted 
acoustic panels as an upgrade to Elements Core to 
create more private spaces in open areas. The fully 
upholstered panels are fitted to Elements Core 
units and then connected with zips which makes 
them easy to install and reconfigure. Sewing panels 
on the high backs allow the use of different fabrics.
The Plus panels offer privacy and acoustic qualities 
for meetings with colleagues or simply to relax.

Elements Plus
high back panels

privacy + 
 acoustic qualities

media panel
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Infinity
works in shape and co lour

Infinity is ideally suited for large open spaces. 
The modular bench system combines flexibility 
and comfort with striking looks.

The single, double and three seat benches can be 
specified with a distinctively shaped back ply that 
is available in different veneer and colourful HPL 
finishes. The position of the single or double back 
rests can be specified to create a diverse seating 
configuration. The range incorporates straight, 45 
or 90 degree linking tables which are available in a 
matching wood finish or frosted glass.

welcome
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ideally suited for 
 big o pen plan spaces
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Jigsaw2

simple, timeless Nine timeless shapes can be arranged into playful 
yet functional configurations to create infinite 
sitting landscapes. The light construction makes 
it easy to move Jigsaw2 around and reconfigure. 
Clever use of fabrics makes Jigsaw2 suitable for 
any environment. A complementary table range, 
incorporating coffee, dining and poseur height, is 
available.

welcome
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Joist
furniture range

The contemporary Joist range consist of a 
bookshelf, sideboard, media unit, two sizes of 
tables and one coffee table. All pieces have an 
oak carcass which can be combined with white, 
green, grey and oak drawers and doors. Doors and 
drawers are fitted with soft-close hinges.

Joist brings joy, functionality and a bit of domestic 
sophistication to the workplace
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Need it digital? Working with you. Feel for yourself.

A copy of this look book, low and 
high resolution images, CAD files 
and more detailed information can 
be found on our website.

www.nomique.com

This look book is an introduction 
into our soft seating portfolio. 
Don’t just take our word for it, visit 
our showroom or order a sample.
 

Experience the real thing.

We want to work with you, share 
our knowledge and give honest 
advice. We are here to assist with 
your project.

So, how can we help?

sales@nomique.com
+44 (0) 1952 585828

Contact us for your co py of 
the Task & Ergonomic or 
Meeting & Conference Look 
Book. Also available on our 
website!

There is more, 
we can also help with:

Task and Ergonomic Seating

Conference and Meeting Seating

Tables and other Workplace Accessories

sales@nomique.com
+44 (0) 1952 585828
www.nomique.com
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Unit A, Halesfield 14
Telford
Shropshire (GB)
TF7 4QR

01952 585828
sales@nomique.com
www.nomique.com


